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If there is one word to describe the performance of the 
Midwestern land market over the past 12 months, “WOW” 
would probably be most appropriate, as across the Corn Belt 
farms appreciated 25 - 35% on average. Most of the experts 
had predicted that farm values would be stronger (primarily due 
to projected higher commodity prices), but I don’t think anyone 
anticipated the magnitude of what we experienced. I think at 
some point we’ll look back and see that a confluence of three 
major factors, outlined below, created a “perfect storm” in the 
marketplace, not just in 2011, but since the land market started 
its rapid ascent in 2006.

High commodity prices have had the most major impact. (For 
some historical perspective, on 9/1/06 the average corn price 
in Central IL was $2.13/bu.; on 9/1/11 the average price was 
$7.26/bu.). Net farm profitability is at an all time high, which 
means that farmers have been aggressively bidding for both 
land to buy and rent (and higher rent allows investors to be 
more active buyers). 

Historically low interest rates have also been quite bullish 
for land values - decreased borrowing costs mean farmers 
can bid more for properties, while depressed C.D. rates have 
encouraged investors to buy land as a way to increase their 
annual income. (Again, for a historical perspective, the average 

6-month C.D. rate in 9/06 was 5.73%; in 9/11 it was .47%)

Finally, the supply of land to buy remains low by historical 
standards. More tracts were brought to market in 2011 than 
the previous couple of years as landowners were likely tempted 
by the record prices being paid. But realistically, demand for 
land is still far outpacing supply in most areas and will likely do 
so in the near future.

So what can we expect from the market in 2012? I am 
quite confident that we will not see the same percentage 
increases that we witnessed in the past 12 months. That 
said, I do think that prices will remain strong for the first half 
of the year as a carryover from 2011, but it’s the second half 
of the year that has me concerned (keep in mind that input 
costs for the 2012 are much higher, while current grain bids 
for fall delivery are lower). Interest rates are likely to remain 
low through the election, which should be supportive to land 
values. But grain prices will continue to be the true catalyst. 
One really good crop year, with correspondingly lower grain 
prices could be the brake that slows the seemingly runaway 
land locomotive, as we saw in the fall of 2008. If you’re a 
landowner that is contemplating a land sale in the near future, 
2012 may be the ideal time to take advantage of a still very  
active market.

A Review of the 2011 Farmland Market

Farming Efficiency—A Growing Influence 
in Farmland Values
By Douglas L. Hensley

You may have heard a farmer describe a parcel before as “flat, 
black, and easy to farm.” These adjectives may not mean much 
to some, especially the “easy to farm” part. However, this factor 
is now one of the most important issues for today’s larger farm-
ers. Not convinced? consider the results from two recent sales 
that we conducted…

• The first auction contained over 300 acres. Approximately half 
of the farm had excellent quality soils with few field obstruc-
tions, and featured long rows that made it quite easy to oper-
ate. The other half had very good soils as well, but included a 
large series of grass waterways, which unfortunately, made it 
much more difficult to farm (e.g., shorter rows, lots of turning, 
“point rows”, etc). At the auction, the larger farmers and inves-
tor buyers chose not to aggressively pursue the “waterway” par-
cels because “that’s not the kind of land I want to farm” (even 
though they admitted that the yields might be comparable). 
The dollar difference? The high bids on the good tracts were 
approximately $6600/acre while the top bids on the “water-
way” parcels were at $4500/acre. 

 

Recreational Land—Challenging  
Times Ahead
By Eric L. Sarff

Over the past decade, one of the hottest segments of the real 
estate market was recreational land. The sharp appreciation in 
value was caused by many factors, including cheap and easily-
accessible loans, and a large pool of buyers in metropolitan areas 
who wanted their own private place in the country for hunting 
or other recreational activities. 

Unfortunately, with the slowdown in the overall economy, many 
people simply don’t have the extra income that they once had. 
On that same note, many lenders have become more cautious in 
lending for assets that produce little to no income. In fact, some 
lenders have even quit lending money for recreational proper-
ties all together. The result - prices for non-tillable or timber 
tracts in most areas have pulled back considerably and demand 
is soft.

Fortunately, there are still buyers looking for that ideal parcel 
to call their own, but they are being much more selective with 
their purchase. Sellers should realize that the prices that we saw 
just a few months ago have dropped, in some cases considerably. 
The underlying factors that helped drive and support this niche 
market are not nearly as stable, which has led to a decrease in 
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Visit our newly redesigned website for 
daily news relating to the farmland market!

Follow us:

Farmland 

Market

Update

The Loranda Group is a diversified agricultural real estate firm that  
offers auction, brokerage, and consulting service across the Midwest. 




